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Across

9 See 8-down

10 What's happening, 
hep one-man 
combo? (9)

11 Crooked teeth, or 
legally to that 
place? (7)

12 Recycling mixed 
law? Never give up 
five! (7)

13 See 28-down

15 Encourage board 
cleared of attempt to 
induce (3)

16 Cursory without 
your powerful sugar 
company (3)

17 Backwards-flying 
fox authorised tote 
(3)

19 Somewhat more 
electricity central to 
Nixon's CRP (7)

20 Hairy brother lost 
his head over 
broadband promise 
(3)

23 Midnight fossil fuel 
(3)

24 X reverted 1-down 
gross (3)

25 Airline building 
automation (5)

27 Once again report 
on damages, for 
example (7)

29 Film horse in 
domestic gas 
security mechanism 
(7)

32 12-bar maybe 
manage steelmaker 
(9)

33 Panama Fiat parts 
trade practices, 
perhaps (5)

Down

1 It's not "ain't" (4)

2 Relinquish a 
takedown on 
opposite day (4,2)

3 Pigpen finishes life 
with hordeolum (4)

4 Oversharing service 
stations mixed up 
cabana or mundial 
(4)

5 Deft German breaks 
down what mergers 
might do to markets 
(10)

6 Hard currency 
maybe a bit of a 
coincidence (4)

7 24-across does the 
trick after 9-across 
mining camp 
attempter (8)

8, 9-across At 

worst I fly 
erratically as 
fearless singer (6,5)

13 Polyethylene 
terephthalate 
acquiring and 
acquired kind of 
stock (3)

14 30 rock juror or 
powerful press? (5)

15 First emerita list or 
trick antitrust 
emerita? (7,3)

16 101st trendy talk 
talked about (5)

18 Reserve putter for 
fans of the wealth of 
nations and the 
antitrust paradox 
(4,4)

21 20-across last shall 
be first in FTC 
jurisdiction (3)

22 Maybe rehearsal 

reversal partly as a 
result of this, 
legally? (6)

26 Very loud symbol 
anticipates what we 
all need to do (3,3)

28, 13-across Coiled 
vipers pay in 
market-sharing case 
(4,5)

29 Ancient feud around 
continental pact (4)

30 Agree, arrange, abet 
or collude in 
metrical foot? (4)

31 Confused king a 
likely kind of 
chance (4)


